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Did you participate in undergraduate research as part of your academic work this year?

Did you participate in undergraduate research as part of your academic work this year?

N Yes No

697 33.7% 66.3%

If yes, was it:

(*one person did not say if the research was in a program or an ILC) N Yes No

142 62.9% 37.1%

52 30.9% 69.1%

19 6.2% 93.8%

Students were asked whether they participated in research as part of their academic work this year and 

whether it was part of a program/course/SOS or Independent Learning Contract (ILC) . 34% of Olympia 

respondents indicated that they had participated in academic research. Of these, 63% participated 

during a program, course, or SOS, 31% participated during an ILC or an Internship, and 6% participated in 

both an ILC/Internship and a Program. 

Olympia

Within a program/course/SOS (Student Originated Studies)

Independent Learning Contract (ILC) or Internship

Both within a program and in an ILC or internship
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ILC or Internship
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What was the nature of your project(s)?

1. A lake chemistry research paper  2. Method development for an aquatic toxicology study

20th century history

animal behavior/psychology

Art

Benefits of dancing

Developing an indoor navigation application for people with Visual Impairment

Disabilities Studies; Housing issue

Disability in schools research

Disability studies

Disability worldviews in indigenous peoples in the Pacific Rim

During the Age of Irony course I participated in an individual historical research project to be published 

in an on-line Zine.  I also participated in the Prior Learning Experience class and am researching topic in 

early childhood education as they relate to my experience.

Community psychology inquiries

Create a short film

Creating a body of artwork around my experience being on medication for mental illness and how it 

dictates the ways in which I interact with my landscape.

Creating print editions, researching artists, researching botany, plant drawing/observation, poetry 

collections (chapbooks).

Creative writing

Cultural trauma and body/somatic modalities for addressing current and historical trauma; disability 

studies in relation to movement and the body; chronobiology and its application for understanding 

trauma from a somatic point of view

Black cultural studies, soul food, the American south

Building an analog synthesizer and researching the invention and impact of synthesizers.

Business development

Cascadia Research Collective!

Case studies and curriculum planning

Coastal cutthroat trout feeding ecology.

APA Report: Attitudes and Perceptions Towards Parenting and Self-Nurturing of Non-parent 

Undergraduates

ARES with Carri LeRoy

ARiES

Attitudes toward houseless people in downtown Olympia post encampment

Binary Star Research

Bird banding, data entry, and analysis

Write-in comments

1. Studied water chemistry variation across a lake  2. Studied oxidative stress in salmon exposed to 

storm water

A paper

A philosophical and psychoanalytic focused individual project as part of a program.

Action Research looking at Teampreneurship

Ancient pigment refining techniques
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20th century history

1. Studied water chemistry variation across a lake  2. Studied oxidative stress in salmon exposed to 

storm water

Education; juvenile justice; disability studies; community

Ethnographic

Experimental animation / developing new techniques

Fungal and invertebrate studies

General research

Group lab project, collecting and analyzing samples.

Herbal medicine for the childbearing year     Organic gardening

History

Genetics project and microbiology projects

Health and resilience at Evergreen

Health and resilience on the evergreen state college

Herbalism, universal healing energy

Historical research papers.

I am focusing on Native Studies but particularly on basket weaving and other cultural art.

Farm planning and business  Floriculture eco-restoration

Fellowship in undergraduate research in pedagogical teaching, equity, inclusion

Field surveys on ecology and animal behavior

Forming an ecodistrict in Olympia. Asset mapping

Functional Ecology of non-vascular cryptograms, i.e. water storage in lichens

Gene analytics, dissection, and SEM imaging of snail species.

Faculty sponsored work in the Phage Lab - Isolating bacteriophage using strains of E.coli bacteria.

Fairy tale history is it evolving or degenerating with time?

Fall I researched a writer, resulting in a paper on her writing styles and my arrogation of her writing. 

Winter I researched native activists, resulting in a paper and an original song on their lives. Spring I 

researched the differences between men who love men and women who love women in the seventies 

South, resulting in a paper combining critical historical analysis and creative fiction.

Fall quarter in Botany: Plants and People, we researched one medicinal plant and created a "Meteria 

Medica," which required the ability to find credible scientific, historical, and academic sources, as well 

as correctly citing those sources.

US military influence in El Salvador, Impacts of JBLM on community around it, Case study on US military 

presence in Africa and how relationship to climate change

Farm Planning

Ecological study

Environmental

Environmental analysis: Field and lab work/Chemical analysis

Environmental lake water and soil analysis

Examining potential mercury consumption risks in local indigenous diets (individually designed and 

implemented research project)

Experimental concept sound art
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20th century history

1. Studied water chemistry variation across a lake  2. Studied oxidative stress in salmon exposed to 

storm water

I was a test subject for someone else's study

I was required to be a part of a research project as a required part of class work.

I was the Field Trip Farm Intern at GRuB and I am doing some research about how to start my own non-profit.

IES botany research

ILC around Indigenous identity, culture, history and storytelling

Illusion

Independent study in music/music projects

Indigenous studies

I studied visual art that related to the environment and worked in a digital drawing program called 

Krita.

I wanted to combine printmaking with the ILC of book arts and library science that I've been taking this 

year, so I've been hard at work learning various kinds of printmaking, book arts, research papers about 

libraries and organizational methods, book reviews, and a smattering of other projects.

I was awarded a SURF opportunity. Research in Field Ornithology with Alison Styring

Identifying plant species and ground cover percentage. Using the EEON plot markers. Field Ecology with 

Dylan Fischer and Alison Styring. Also noted tagged trees for project.

ILC’s. Primary focus was to polish – short stories and a novel to publishable quality, then to submit to 

publishers to get a feel for the market.

Historical fiction story on Victorian London. Argumentative research paper on Western Sufism.

Sampling hot springs and using analytical instruments to make a geochemical model of the hot springs.  

I am participating in the Student Originated Studies in Mycology. My work has focused on the 

cultivation of edible fungi (with emphasis on Morchella species) in an indoor growing system as well as 

expanding and maintaining the Evergreen permanent fungal culture collection, to be used in future 

studies and research at Evergreen.

My project is on children segregating themselves in desegregated schools because of assimilation, 

tracking, and myths.

I focused on the experience of a particular English Language Learner.

I have done psychology research on the medical experiences of the Transgender community and the 

biases against hiring non binary individuals

I researched the OuBaPo and other pre-oulipo and non-oubapo creative restrictions in comics for a 

presentation in the fall. I’m researching Japanese representations in American propaganda comics 

during WW2 and comparing it to how Japanese portrayed Americans and themselves in their 

propaganda comics in WW2
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